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“In this important and timely book, the editors and contributors set out
persuasively why and how religion is an essential component of—and that
it should be valued for—its past and present influence on our global
polity, especially as a constructive challenge to the discharge of
international politics. It is encapsulated in the concept of a loyal
opposition, tracing its origins and emphasis on peace and unity, including
religious freedom, applying fundamental truths, rights of women, and
how these can be more integrated into the way in which increasingly we
need to govern our world in transnational ways.”
— Sandra Coyle, Executive Director, World Federalist
Movement/Institute for Global Policy
“When we say that North Americans are secular, we do not mean that
they are not religious. The degree of religiosity is much higher here than
in Europe, but there is no official state religion. This volume is much
needed, and helps us to better understand both the political and the
religious.”
— Amir Hussain, Loyola Marymount University

ABOUT THIS BOOK
The engagement of religious diplomacy within the United Nations systems has become increasingly important for
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. The editors argue that effective religious diplomacy must reflect the
great diversity of religious and spiritual expressions within human communities. The editors argue that this can best
be achieved through a worldview shift within the United Nations systems. Religious engagement in the United
Nations systems has been understandably constrained by limited and formal organizational structures and
conventions. However, the existing patterns of engagement mitigate against the very goals they seek to achieve. The
editors argue that expanded, yet measured, religious inclusion will strengthen social cohesion in the global
community. Contributors demonstrate how communities become stronger when marginalized minority voices are
included in public discourse. The editors further argue that governance has a responsibility to ensure a safe
environment for this interaction. The editors propose that the United Nations adopt the posture of "loyal
opposition", that is inherent in parliamentary democracies, to serve as a guideline for expanded religious engagement.
The contributors advance this proposal with illustrations from multiple contexts that address a diverse array of social
problems from perspectives rooted in theory and practice.
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